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Inspiration for an oil painting
Where does an artist get inspiration to create art?

Inspiration can come from anywhere. Really! A striking photo, the unusual
placement of forms or objects, a texture, a story, a poem, a feeling, another
work of art, something you see with your own eyes can inspire. Inspiration is
everywhere…if you’re looking for it.

For me, I love to travel and everywhere I go provides inspiration for my art.
Most recently, I traveled to Sorrento, Italy and took tons of photos. Below are a
few of my favorites, ones I would like to turn into oil paintings. They captured a
specific moment, with just the right light - just what I want to capture on canvas.

The one I’d like to paint first, I took on an early morning walk exploring Sorrento.
The lamp lights were still lit as I strolled down one of the narrow streets. Then
the sky became bright orange, blue and purple with the light reflecting off the
cobblestone pavement and stone walls. Now that’s inspiration!

Stay tuned as I get to work and you’ll see how I interpret it as an oil painting.
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Learn to make cool videos

Learn to make YouTube videos

Iff you interested in making travel videos, send me an
email (at anthon3669@gmail.com) and we can set up a
Zoom lesson where you can create cool video of your
travel adventures. Click on the photo on left to see a

video while in Sorrento Italy. The video is about an excellent resturant that is a
bit different. The resturant only serves home made pasta. The desserts are
even created with pasta. This resturant was fun and highly rated.
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